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In today’s down market, plastics processors are discovering a
whole new set of problems related to operating at reduced
capacity. Consider the case of an injection molder – a Conair
customer – that has 40 injection-molding machines and, until
recently, was operating around the clock. Today, with 
business down, they may run only 20 or 25 machines during
the day and shut down entirely on weekends and sometimes
during third shift. They did not realize this posed a problem for
their cooling system until they noticed the water pipes vibrat-
ing and swaying, especially when the system was starting up.
Twice, this violent water-hammer effect caused joints in their
water lines to rupture, flooding part of the plant and requiring
plant downtime for clean up and repairs.

These problems arise from the fact that the pumps in a 
central cooling system are usually driven by fixed speed 
motors. If they are designed to deliver 700 gallons per minute
(gpm), they will continue to try and pump 700 gpm even if
several machines are shut down and only 500 gpm or less
are flowing through the system. Unfortunately, all the 
energy that would normally go into moving the higher 
volume of water is converted instead into higher pressure
and heat, wasting a lot of power and even potentially
damaging system components. Also, when the system is
restarted after a shutdown, the fixed speed pumps go
from zero to full-speed almost instantly, driving large
amounts of water through the lines at high pressure. This
is when you see the pipes banging and swaying and
when rigid joints can come apart. These are significant
problems for many processors these days.

To deal with this situation, Conair suggested that the
processor replace the fixed-speed motor controls
with variable-frequency drive (VFD) units and the payback
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was massive. In fact, the conversion paid for itself in a matter of
a few weeks. Here's why.

A VFD takes 60 Hz AC input power and converts it to DC. 
The VFD then uses the DC voltage to create AC power for 
the electric motor. The frequency of the resulting AC power 
can be increased or decreased, effectively turning a fixed-speed
pump into a variable-speed pump. A pressure sensor at the end
of the water line (where pressure will be the lowest) provides 
a feedback signal that the drive controller can use to increase 
or decrease flow to maintain the pressure needed for 
optimum cooling. Operating a pump in this fashion reduces 
energy consumption and the high pressure spikes that can
cause piping damage. 

The massive savings arise from the fact that the relationship 
between pump speed and power consumption is cubic rather
linear. When the load on the system is reduced by half, the
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power consumed is reduced by a factor of eight. So an 
electric motor running at 80% capacity would draw just
51.2% of the power required for a system running at full
load. Likewise, a motor operating at 50% load will consume
12.5% of the full load power.

Another advantage of the VFD is the fact that it can be 
programmed for a “soft start,” ramping up to the desired
speed over a user-selectable time span (30 sec, 1 minute or
2 minutes, for example). In contrast, a fixed-speed motor is
either on or off. When power is applied, it goes almost imme-
diately to full speed and this rapid change has two effects.
The first is the water-hammer problems described above,
and second is the impact on electric power rates due to the
high inrush current drawn when the pump motor starts.
Since the electrical rates charged to most industrial cus-
tomers are based on their peak demand, limiting the inrush
current to pumps can not only save energy consumed, but
also can help reduce the rate charged for that electricity.

Still another benefit of VFD has to do with the power factor
penalty that electric utilities often charge their customers. 
A fixed-speed AC electric motor is what’s called an inductive
load, in contrast to a resistive load like an incandescent light
bulb. Inductive loads cause a mismatch between the voltage
waveform and the current waveform and power companies
attempt to limit the mismatch on their system by charging
customers a penalty on top of their normal usage charge
when the power factor drops below a certain level. Because
a VFD converts AC power to DC, it actually has a near 

perfect power factor and therefore contributes a lower penalty
and lower electrical costs.

There are other places in a plastics plant where a variable 
frequency drive can be cost-effective – in a cooling tower, for
instance. Cooling tower fans are usually sized to handle the full
plant load on the most humid days of the year.  Since most days
are not as humid and if the plant isn't running at full load, the
cooling tower fan is effectively oversized.  Just as a pumping
system becomes oversized when the load is reduced, a cooling
tower fan speed can be varied to match the plant load and air
conditions for the tower with a VFD. A temperature sensor
placed in the tower water can provide feedback to a VFD fan
controller, ramping fan speed up and down as needed to main-
tain a consistent, economical water temperature. The fan draws
less electricity, power factor is improved, and there is less of a
need to adjust water temperature using power-hungry chillers or
mold-temperature controls elsewhere in the plant. It all adds up
to savings.

If a cooling system is properly sized and it can run at full speed
more or less continuously, the return on the slightly higher cost 
of VFD is not as clear-cut. That’s why few plastics processors
have made the switch to VFD on chillers until recently. However,
as processors today find themselves running at something less
than full capacity, and as electric power rates have increased,
companies find themselves looking for ways to reduce costs
and improve performance. VFDs answer that need. Variable
frequency drives can be ordered on new cooling systems or
can be retrofitted onto existing equipment.
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